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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price Each:$34.25

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Abus Lock 797C KeyGarage - 3-11/32in (85mm) Wide Set Your Own Combination Push Button Portable Lock Box

SKU: - AB 797C

Overview
Best Used For
Features

Abus Lock 797C KeyGarage? offers secure storage of keys and code cards

With KeyGarage?, ABUS offers an intelligent and secure solution for storing keys. Secured by an inidividually set code, the strong steel
plate housing protects keys and code cards against unauthorized use.

If you need to make your keys accessible to other people, the KeyGarage? presents a simple and secure solution to do so. All that is
required is giving the code to those people that should be given access. As people enter or leave this group, the code can be changed
quickly and easily ? 10,000 different codes are possible. KeyGarage? is therefore the ideal solution if you want to let craftspeople,
housekeepers, or nursing staff into your house while you're away.

? KeyGarage? 787, ideal protected storage of keys and other valuables for authorized persons

? Quick and easy access for frequently changing groups of persons (craftsmen, service, holiday guests, apartment buildings, car rentals)

? Defining access by setting and passing on the code

? Fixing with shackle, e.g. on a door knob of gates and doors
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? For wall mounting indoors and in protected outdoor areas

? Solid metal housing

? Locking cover made of zinc die-cast

? 4-digit individually settable code

? Protective cover with sliding mechanism

? Fixing with shackle, e.g. on a door knob of gates and doors

? Can hold up to 20 keys or 14 code cards

? Outer dimensions of housing: 84 x 119 x 44

? Easily removable clip-in hooks guarantee consumer's comfort

? Housing and shackle plastic coated (protects door from scratching)
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